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I:Vocabulary
A: Fill in the blanks with the words given. There is one extra word. (3)
(rural – ancient – attach – transfer – means – adapted – voluntary)
1. You can ……..a file from one computer to another .
2. The machine has been specially ………… for use under water.
3. Many people move from ……….areas to big cities to find jobs .
4. Many ………..helpers joined Mother Teresa to start that community .
5. You should ……….a label to each envelop .
6. In ………….. times people believed that the sun and moon were planets.
B: Match the following definitions in column A with the words in column B.
There is one extra item in column B (1)
A
B
7. A traveller in a spaceship
a) continuously
8. Without stop
b) forecast
9. say what the weather will be like.
c) provide
11. complex
d) astronaut
e) not simple
C: choose the best choice. (2)
11. A person who goes to another country to teach people about the Christian religion is called….
a)teacher
b)missionary
c)passenger
d)psychologist
12. I’m sure that a watch of this quality will last a(n) …………..
a)lifetime
b)era
c)period
d)history
13. I am sorry to say that the plane will arrive at its ……….one hour later than usual .
a)space
b)journey
c)situation
d)destination
14. The ………..of a disease is more important than trying to cure it later .
a)location
b)performance
c)prevention
d)promotion
D: Fill the blanks with the suitable words of your own. (1)
15. Are these beautiful flowers natural or a…………… ?
16. The boss will r………..those lazy and impolite workers from the factory .
17. Schools should d……… more time to scientific subjects .
18. On the web news is updated c……………… .
II: Grammar
A: Choose the best choice. (2)
19. A: He walked to the station and missed the train again . B: He …………a taxi .
a) might have taken
b) must have taken c)shouldn’t have taken d) should have taken
21. He couldn’t passed the exam successfully ……….. he hadn't studied well.
a) while
b) although
c) because
d) so
21. The kind man waited ………… drive us back to our car.
a) so as to
b) while
c) when
d) so that
22. It was ……….boring story that I stopped reading it.
a) such
b) such a
c) so
d) very
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B: Rewrite the following sentences using the words given. (2)
23. Zahra went to Canada . She wanted to continue her studies . ( so that )
……………………………………………………………………………… .
24. Ali was very sick . He went to school . ( although )
…………………………………………………………………….. .
C:Fill the blanks with the correct form of the verbs given. (1)
25. He doesn't permit his students ………. questions while he is teaching. (to ask)
26. Edison enjoyed ………chemistry books ; besides, he was interested in experimenting.(to read)
III: Sentence Function
Match the items in column A with the suitable phrases in column B. (1)
A
27. Enough sleep is important ………
28. Use personal stories to ……..
29. Solar system ………..
31. She was given a number of awards………..

B
a) add excitement to your speech
b) including the Nobel Peace
Prize
c) refers to the sun and 8 planets
orbiting it
d) is the energy that comes from
the sun
e) since it keeps you healthy

IV: Comprehension
A: Read the following sentences and choose the best choice. (2)
31. Three months after starting school, Edison ran away. His mother was forced to teach him at
home. We understand from these sentences that Edison …………
a) was not educated at all
b) was forced to go to school by his parents
c) ran a way from his house
d) went to school only for three months
32. There is no simple way to stop child labor . But this is no reason for inaction . It means
that……………………..
a)it is impossible to do sth to stop child labor
b)we should do sth against child labor
c)there are solutions which we are unable to do
d)only some organizations are responsible or stopping child labor
B:Fill in the blanks with the words given.There is one extra word. (2)
( hire - prepare - ready – unions – unemployment )
Children work for many reasons, including the pressure of poverty, adult ……33……., and irrelevant
system of education that fail guarantee jobs or ………..34…….children for self-employment .
Employers may ………35…… children since they can pay them less . Children are also easier to
discipline, more willing to work and often unable to form …….36…….. to protect themselves .

C: Read the following passage and choose the best choice. (3)
A very long time ago, people did not have any money . They traded animals and crops for
things they wanted . In China, in about 1211 B.C. , people traded shells and metal tools for the things
they wanted . For example, they traded metal knives and shovels for the things they needed . Later in
China, people made metal money . In about 111 B.C. , the Chinese made money of animals skin . The
first paper money was made from white colored deer skin . It came from China about 911 years later .
In about 711 B.C. ,people made the first round metal coins . The coins were made of gold and
silver . They looked very similar to coins we use today . These coins came from Lydia . Lydia was
located where the country called Turkey located today . After people made coins in Lydia, people in
Rome, Iran, and Greece also began making coins . Coins were durable – they were strong and could
last a long time without becoming damaged . Wampum are necklaces made from beads and sea
shells . The beads had holes in them . People put beads on strings . American Indians used wampum
for money in the 1511’s .
Money changes with time . No matter what it looks like, money is an idea . It is thought that
people can trade something they have for something they want . Money makes trading easier .
37 . What is the passage mainly about ?
a)Importance of money
c)Money in ancient China

b)History of money
d)Why people spend money

38. Where was the first paper money made ?
a)China
b)Lydia
c)Rome
39. What does ‘them’ in line 11 refer to ?
a)Beads
b)Holes

c)Wampum

41. Which of the following words is defined in the passage ?
a)Deer
b)Shovels
c)Durable

d)Greece

d)sea shells

d)Strings

41. About 2711 years ago people knew how to make metal coins .
a) True
b )False
42. Before people made coins in Iran , the Lydian knew how to make metal coins .
a) True
b) False
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